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Choosing the right smart home system for your dream home is an exciting process but also a
substantial investment.    

To help you along this journey our team created this comprehensive introduction to buying a smart
home in New Zealand. Our intention for this guide is to introduce you to the concept of smart homes
and all the subsystems that go with it such as lighting, music and climate control in an easy to digest
fashion.

We hope it inspires you with new possibilities, alerts you to common mistakes and pitfalls, and gives
you an honest idea of the costs involved so that you can find the smart home company that best fits
your needs.

 

Introduction
 Congratulations, you have just taken the first step to your dream smart
home. We hope you enjoy reading this guide as much as we enjoyed
making it!



When you read this guide you will learn: 

 8 Great Reasons to Automate Your New Home.  
 12 Questions to Ask Any Integrator To Save Time & Thousands of Dollars.
The Subsystems Demystified: What’s Possible, Inspiration and Helpful Expert Hints.
When a Home Theatre Is Not A Real Home Theatre.
How To Use Scenes to Deliver Unparalleled Luxury and Convenience to Your Home. 
How Much a Smart Home Costs, For Everything: Plus Budgeting Tips.

 Who should read this guide:

This guide is for anyone in the process of building a new home or renovating an existing one, that’s
looking to learn more smart homes and automation. If you’ve just started shopping around or have
been considering different quotes, I’m sure you have been met with a fair amount of conflicting
advice from smart home integrator's. In an unregulated industry, this differing of opinions is
understandable but we believe it is detrimental to you making an educated decision.

From working on residential projects of all budgets for over 20 years I can confidently say that the
wealth of knowledge, resources, and expertise contained in this guide should set the record
straight, and get you asking the right questions to protect your investment.

If you feel that you don’t find the answers to any of your questions in this guide, please contact us, we
are always available to help. 

You can email our team at hometech@realit.co.nz or alternatively call our office direct on 0800 REAL
AUTO if you would like to start a conversation. 

We hope you enjoy the guide and your journey to the dream smart home.

Jason Adam  
Director 
Real Integrated Technology 

  



  

It's hard to not love everything about the world of smart homes and if you are reading this e-book
you’ve probably already made up your mind that it’s the right way to go. However, just in case you
need a little further convincing, here are our 8 top reasons to include automation in your new home!  

1. Spend more time doing what you love:  The beauty of a smart home system is that it has the
ability to control all the different electronics in your house with one touch of a button. Now you can set
back the thermostats, turn off the lights and alarm the house in one simple step. Worried you forgot to
close the garage again? Save yourself the drive home and check on your smartphone. Add more hours
to your day so you can spend more time enjoying precious moments with family and friends. 

2. Anywhere, anytime convenience: Imagine being able to access your whole house at your
fingertips, anywhere, anytime. Now you’ll be able to monitor and manage all your lighting, climate,
music and shades from your smartphone or tablet. Turn on the heating and lights when you leave work
to ensure you have an inviting home when you get back and forget about getting that house sitter to
look after your place when you go on vacation, you can check on your home at any time and get real-
time notifications if there is any movement on the property.

 

8 Great Reasons to Automate Your
New Home



3. Ultimate luxury and comfort: A smart home actively monitors and manages all the devices in your
home to ensure maximum comfort and enjoyment. From automatically turning up or down the
lights and thermostats to lowering the shades when lighting sensors notice glare you can bet your
smart home will work hard to make sure you are as comfortable as possible.

4. Peace of mind: A smart home system helps prevent potentially bad things from happening by
enabling you to monitor parts of your house conveniently from tablets, smartphones, and other devices.
No more worrying if you turned off the lights, locked the door or turned off the television. For people
who have a lot on their plates, being able to easily check these items off the to-do list makes a smart
home worth the investment.

5. A new level of security: Get alerts when new people enter the home, check on the kids from your
smartphone, get notifications telling you which windows or doors you left open and automate your
house to turn on and off lights randomly when you are on vacation to make it look like you are
home.The options for a better and safer home are endless.

6. Give back to the environment: A smart home can reduce your power consumption and help you
monitor and manage power hungry devices. Now you can reduce your carbon footprint and increase
your home’s energy efficiency in one step.

7. Tailor your home to your lifestyle: It’s a beautiful thing when a smart home system can be
adapted to fit your lifestyle, not the other way around.  A Professional home Integrator is able to tailor a
system exactly to your needs and make your dream smart home a reality.

8. A system so good it pays for itself: Your smart home will work 24/7, 365 days a year to optimize
the use of your devices and save energy. The cost savings that can be attributed to the ability to
automatically turn off lighting, AV equipment, and heating when a room is not in use, or provide up-to-
date energy management information so you can identify and eliminate power hungry devices, cannot
be understated. Over the years the system is so good at saving you money it pays for itself. Now that’s
hard to argue with.

Want to chat to us about your project? Click here to book a coffee   with
one of our smart home designers at our Showroom.                   

 

https://realintegratedtechnology.activehosted.com/f/24
https://realintegratedtechnology.activehosted.com/f/24


  

Would you use an Architect or Builder that wasn’t certified or registered in
New Zealand to design or build your house? Probably not. Then it's about
time the smart home industries secret got let out.  

 "There is currently no overarching regulatory body setting standards or enforcing them in
the smart home industry in New Zealand   "

  There, we said it. Now, this is actually pretty alarming because a smart home is a
considerable investment and with no regulatory body to be accountable to companies have
started promising customers the world and ended up leaving them disillusioned and dissatisfied. 

12 Questions to Ask Any Integrator
To Save Time & Thousands of
Dollars



Moral of the story is don’t be fooled by cheaper pricing and empty promises. If the person or company
you are working with cannot answer these simple 12 questions it’s time to walk away and speak to a
professional.

1. Do you have CEDIA trained consultants and CEDIA certified installers? 

The Custom Electronic Design and Installation Association(CEDIA) is currently the only recognized
certification for the smart home and home technology Industry. That is why first and foremost, we’d
recommend asking the company you are planning to use for the design and installation of your home
whether their consultants are CEDIA trained and their installers are CEDIA certified. Click here  for
more information on CEDIA.  

  2. Will the wiring in my home be done according to the minimum specification for
NZ homes?

The company you use should ensure all wiring and cabling be both designed and installed according to
the correct New Zealand standards outlined in the latest TCF specification document. This will ensure
your home is wired for the future and the installer doesn’t cut any corners. If they don’t mention TCF,
mention that you are looking elsewhere. Click here  to view the updated minimum spec for NZ homes.  

 3. Are you certified by the Ministry of Justice to consult, design and install my security
system? 

Any person or company installing security systems or offering security advice must be Ministry of
Justice approved and the company must have a current Private Security Personal License. To do so
without a license (while surprisingly common) is an offense under the law. 

   4. How much experience do you have with the level of smart home I am looking for?

It is common for Electricians to give complex projects a go because of the high dollar value attached.
Before you allow yourself to be their guinea-pig ask about how complex the jobs are that they have
done in the past and only proceed if they allow you to speak to more than one previous client (with a
house of similar size and spec to your own). Also, always ask to see the wiring documentation from
those jobs, does it conform to the minimum specification for NZ homes? More often than not these
systems and their wiring do not conform and have not been properly documented for future
maintenance and serviceability. This should be a major red flag.

 

 

http://www.cedia.org/
http://www.tcf.org.nz/assets/guidelines/tcf-premises-wiring-cable-installers-guidelines-endorsed-oct-2015.pdf


 

 5. Will the system that you are suggesting be fully integrated with all my subsystems,
controlled on one app, and have all the functionality I’m looking for?

The last thing you want is to wait months and months for your system to get installed only to realise
that they company that installed it ‘tactically’ left out the fact that your lighting cannot be controlled from
the same app as your music, and your security system actually does not integrate or function in the
way you envisaged.

Look out for these common sub systems that companies ‘tactically’ don’t talk about: Pool lighting
Systems (You get stuck using the made-in-china RF remote for control while your $100k smart system
sits on the wall useless), Heat pumps (You get stuck with manual, or at best on-off control, instead of
full functionality) and lastly, Control Apps (You get stuck with 10 different mobile apps for all your sub
systems that you have to manually jump in and out of and none of them communicate or integrate with
one another). Without being able to access the full integration and functionality of your sub
systems you are going to wonder why you paid for a smart home in the first place! Don’t settle for
basic control, always ask if you are getting a fully integrated system and the functionality you are
looking for.

  

  6. How easy is it to expand the system you are recommending?

The way you live in your home five years from now will probably be different to the way you live in your
home today. Moreover, technology will continue to evolve and later down the line you may want
to expand your system through prewired cables or wireless modules. For these reasons, it’s important
that a smart home system can be easily expanded vertically to incorporate additional products
and horizontally to support additional rooms. 

Ensure that 1. The company you are dealing uses product that allow for this. 2. They talk to you about
prewiring for future possibilities and/or 3. They ensure your networking infrastructure can support future
wireless module extensions. Manufacturers like Crestron have products which have built-in
expandability, ask how easy it is to expand the system your company is recommending. 

 7. How easy and affordable is it to upgrade components in the system you are
suggesting?

Those touchscreens and black boxes may look impressive, but it’s what you don’t see that holds the
true power of a smart home system. The software is the driving force of a smart home system.



The more sophisticated that software is, the more the system can do. As technology changes, so must
the software. Before you buy any system from a company ask how it works with software updates;
Have they ensured that you can still use your system during an update? What happens to 3rd
party integrated software after an update, does it become unusable? What can be done remotely
and what  can be done onsite? How easy and affordable is it to download and upgrade software and
what has to be done automatically vs manually?

 8. How much customization will I have? Are there a variety of user interfaces?

There are a number of different ways you can control the electronic systems in your home: by
pressing the buttons of a handheld remote or wall-mounted keypad, by touching colorful icons on a
portable touch panel or by sliding your finger across the screen of your phone or tablet. Depending on
your family dynamic, budget and preferences, you might like to utilize a variety of different controllers
and interfaces. Ask the smart home company you are considering to show you all the different interior
design options for interfaces and check online whether the manufacturer of those products is
regularly updating the interfaces and options on offer. 

  

9. How many years has the manufacturer of the system and products you are suggesting
been in business?   

No one, except for serious early-adopters, likes to be the guinea pig or beta tester, so choose a smart
home system with a proven track record. The same goes for the person who installs the system into
your home. You should be able to gather some historical background about manufacturers and
installers from their company websites and it’s always good to ask them whether they test
their products in a showroom environment for 6 months or more prior to selling them to customers. Its
important to ask this because many companies are so passionate about the industry that they cannot
wait to sell their customers the latest gadgets from their chosen manufacturer. We recommend that you
never accept a new product, even from a quality manufacturer, if the installer has not personally tested
it for at least 6 months prior to it being installed in your home. Real IT has a strict 6 month rule and to
give you a benchmark for our chosen manufacturer, we use Crestron, which has been making smart
home products as the industry leader for over 40 years now. For more information on Crestron
Smart Home products click here.  

10. Is your system built with energy management as a core feature?  

One of the hottest topics in the consumer media right now is energy conservation. Energy conservation
is more than just power conservation, its about monitoring and managing water, solar and

https://www.crestron.com/


gas conservation too. It should be said that some systems do this a lot better than others so ask about
the energy-saving features of your system before you buy. will you be able to monitor and
manage everything from individual to group circuits as well as the pool pump and irrigation system?
Will your system automatically harvest daylight to reduce your reliance on the HVAC?  The answers
should be, yes.

 11. What redundancy and backup will you include in this system? 

You want to hear words about layers of protection and backup recovery. What happens if the
internet goes down, can you still control everything in your house? The answer should be, yes.  What
happens if there is there is a power cut? The answer should be, the power turns off until the backup
generator kicks in (or the power is turned back on). You should never have to worry about a manual re-
boot, losing settings or having to reprogram anything. A good smart home system will do all that for
you. 

12. What kind of after sales support comes with this system and do you offer remote
monitoring?

This is probably one of the most important questions you should ask, especially for larger systems, and
this question should apply to the installer and the manufacturer of the products you will use. Find out
what you can do without professional help, can you make basic changes such as setting a new scene
or adjusting pre-set lighting levels? The answer should be, yes. 

For things that you cannot do by yourself, Professional Integrators should offer support
packages at every level from basic to 24 hours to cater for your needs. They should also have remote
monitoring and access set up so that they can make changes to your system without having to make
a house call. If you are making a significant investment, make sure the company you use has the team
and expertise to provide you with the support you need.Lastly, quality manufacturers back up this
promise by providing you with a second layer of protection should your smart home company go out of
business or otherwise fail you. No one can predict the future, always check whether the manufacturer
of your smart home products will support your system before you make a purchase.

As an example of what we believe should be standard in the industry, Crestron’s award-winning True
Blue Support line + Online Helpdesk provides 24/7 support, 365 days a year, worldwide to all its
Crestron product customers. This gives you access to a professional support team of engineers and
technicians should you be unsatisfied or unable to get support from your smart home integrator.

 

http://www.crestron.com/contact/general-inquiries-find-sales-rep-contact-us


Welcome to your dream smart home, the system running your new home will be made up of many
different electronic sub-systems: heating and cooling, lighting, music, HDTV, security and more.  The
goal of this chapter is to introduce you to the various subsystems, show you what’s possible and give
you some helpful hints to get started.  A great smart home system will unify all these subsystems so
that they can work and be controlled as one. Once you can control all the technology in your home with
one system you open yourself up to the exciting possibilities of automation, streamlining and scene
creation (discussed in the next chapter) We hope this overview inspires you on your smart home
journey.

 

Introducing Lighting Control: 

 Lighting is an essential part of the luxury, convenience, comfort, efficiency, and safety of your home.
When it's integrated with your smart home system the possibilities are endless.

Pathway and Orientation Lighting: Well-placed orientation and pathway lighting in
hallways, bathrooms, and staircases increase safety inside your home, now you can activate the lights

The Subsystems Demystified: What’s
Possible, Inspiration and Helpful
Expert Hints



through movement sensors in the ceiling so there is no need to stumble in the dark for a switch or
have your sleepy eyes blinded by bright lights in the middle of the night.

Task lighting: Allow automated focused light to illuminate your work spaces and make the completion
of visual tasks easier. As an example in open plan kitchen dining areas, task lighting can ensure your
kitchen work surfaces are well illuminated without compromising the soft ambient lighting being
enjoyed by your dinner guests.

Efficiency: You can save money on your utility bills by having a smart home system turn off the lights
at certain times of the day. If you forget, the system still remembers.

Convenience: You can save time and manage your household better by pressing one button on
an smart home keypad, touch panel or mobile device to turn multiple lights on and off at once.

Aesthetics: Don’t remind yourself every night to turn on the accent lighting you placed to highlight your
decor, artwork or architecture. Your smart home system can be programmed to do this for
you, always coming on at the correct brightness based on the lighting levels in the room.

Safety: Make it appear that you are home when you are off on vacation. Lights can be set to switch on
and off in a random pattern to make your house look occupied and discourage intruders.

Lighting scenes: One of the most exciting aspects of having lighting control in the home is creating
‘scenes’. These scenes control some or all of the lighting circuits in the home and create lighting
environments to suit every mood at the touch of the button. E.g Relax scene, Home scene, All Off and
Party scene.  Of course, these scenes can mix in audio, video, HVAC, and other systems to further
enhance the one-touch experience. Read more about what you can do with scenes here.

Interior design:  The conventional light switch is so 1995. Modern lighting keypads come in a broad
array of styles and finishes to suit any need and environment, from discreet keypad options to dazzling
touchscreen displays. The Engraved keypads can perform many functions with easy-to-use labeled
buttons, replacing various unsightly switches with a single compact solution.

Helpful Hints:  

Get a lighting design done by a professional lighting design company or the smart home company
(if they have a dedicated designer onsite). Once you have finalized the design, the smart home
company will work with you on the best way to automate it and achieve your lighting goals. Only once
the company has your lighting design indicating the number of circuits and type of lights can they
start to work out what’s possible and how much it would cost. 

 

 



 

A New Take on Motorized Shades and Blinds 

 Like lighting control, motorized window shades and blinds can be operated by wall keypads, touch
panels, smartphones or handheld remotes. The ability to have motorized blinds and shades is
simple and convenient in and of itself, but when added to a smart home system it becomes a valuable
addition to your energy management and the ultimate luxury addition to your home. 

 

Save the Environment, Opt for Natural Light: Why rely on artificial lighting when you can use some
of the natural sunlight to brighten a space? Through the intelligence of a smart home system,
motorized shades can roll up when it’s sunny to supplement your home’s lighting or keep some
lights off/at a lower intensity level to save power. 

The Suns Warmth: Just as you can use the sunlight to brighten a space and reduce your reliance on
artificial lighting, so too can you use the sunlight warm parts of your house and reduce your reliance on
the HVAC.  Let the shades roll up to allow the sun to heat the room, then automatically roll down when
the room starts to get to warm to start the cooling process.

Protect Your Décor from the Sun: Whilst the sun is great for lighting and warmth those same effects
can be very damaging to upholstery, artwork and other decorative pieces. Allow your smart home
system to keep one step ahead of the sun and automatically lower shades when UV levels are reached
to protect your investments.

Eliminate That Glare: Always having to jump up to close the curtains after you turn on the TV? As part
of a Movie or TV scene, the shades can automatically lower as the lights dim as the AV equipment revs
up for the perfect TV experience.

The Best Alarm Clock: There is no more luxurious way to wake up then to the soft melody of your
favourite song whilst your shades raise to reveal a beautiful sunny day. Fall in love with your mornings
again.

Privacy on Demand: Have a nosy neighbour or street view into certain parts of your house?
Sometimes at short notice, you need to ensure all the shades are closed in certain or all parts of
the house. One button can give you all the privacy that you need at your fingertips.

 



 Helpful Hints:

Generally, you will have two options for blind and shade control. Using the motors that are designed to
integrate with the smart home system you decide on (Good brands are Somfy and Lutron) Or,
using motors designed by the same manufacturer as your smart home system e.g Using a
Crestron Pyng System and Crestron Motors. We recommend using manufacturer designed motors as
they will always give you more control and fewer headaches because they are designed to work
together.

Crestron is leading the industry with patented Quiet Motor Technology (QMT) and precision alignment
which ensures that shades never fall out of line. Another benefit of going with Crestron motors is that
you do not need to be limited by style, fabric or color.

Style: Crestron has motors for Roller Shades, Roman Shades, Skylight Shades, Drapery tracks or a
combination. See more on this here.

Fabric: While you are most welcome to use your own fabric, Crestron also has 3 comprehensive fabric
collections to choose from:

 Designer (For projects requiring more design flair, the Designer Collection includes almost 150
fabrics with more stylish qualities) 
Heritage (The Heritage Collection consists of more than 250 basic, highly functional, mostly neutral
fabrics that are very familiar to interior designers, has been in popular use for many years.) 
Hartmann and Forbes (Leader in luxury hand woven natural shades made from renewable
resources such as arrowroot and banana fiber) 

 Colour: Often, choosing the right color for your shades can be a cumbersome task as offered colors
and patterns may not visually work for your home's design scheme. Enter Crestron Colour Match,
a new service which will allow you and or your interior designer to truly personalize your shades to
either match, compliment, or define your décor. Click here for more info on this. 

 

 



Clever Climate Control 

 Of all the electronic devices in your home, the most difficult to manually program is probably the
thermostat. It’s also a device that’s often skipped over when you prep the house for bedtime or your
departure.  A smart home system can both simplify this process by combing actions together that can
be triggered under certain conditions.

 

Welcome Home: Want to make sure that you arrive back to toasty warm home? Set the inbuilt
astrological clock to turn on your underfloor heating, towel rails, electric fireplace and heat pumps at
certain times, during certain months so that your home will always be ready for your arrival.

Keep it Comfortable: During parties, movie nights and other activities that involve a lot of people,
body heat will naturally cause certain rooms to feel too warm. Push one button and your smart
home system can adjust the appropriate thermostats to a cooler setting, while simultaneously altering
the intensity of the lighting and audio.

Safer in Smoke: In the event of a fire (signalled by the smoke detector) your smart home can trigger
the heating, cooling and ventilation system to automatically power off and prevent the smoke from
spreading.

Reduce the Wall Clutter: If your home has multiple thermostats, a smart home system will allow you
to adjust them all from one user interface, like the screen of a touch panel or smartphone. This makes
your life simpler and reduces the clutter of multiple keypads and interfaces on your walls. 

  Helpful hint: 

Good news for you and the environment - your smart home can override and power off automatic or
timer based settings in certain situations e.g. By pushing Vacation mode all HVAC powers off, so you
don’t waste unnecessary electricity when you are away! Climate control should always form part of
a comprehensive energy management system. Ask your smart home company what systems they
have in place to optimize daylight and minimize your electricity consumption using timers and sensors.



Enjoy Your Music Everywhere: 

  Ofte n the favorite system in the home. Smart homes enhance the performance of your sound systems
by making them easier to operate and helping them blend in better with the home environment. 

All the sound, all the aesthetics: Speakers have come along way over the last few years.
It’s now quite feasible to get incredible sound out of mostly, and in some cases completely, invisible
speakers. This revelation is allowing sound to go into any room without detracting from the interior
design and finishings. 

Fun with Scenes: One of the best parts of this system is how well it fits into all of the ‘scenes’
in the home. When you want to relax, entertain or set the mood, one button gives you instant access to
the perfect playlist at the perfect volume. More on setting scenes here.

Your music, your way: Everyone in the family have different tastes in music? no problem.  Your smart
home can allow everyone to play their music in their rooms without interfering with other
listeners. Teenager or guest playing the music too loud? Now you can set master volume limits that
only you control, problem solved.

Get into a routine: If music is part of your everyday routine; for example, you wake up to
the morning news and exercise to Spotify, you can use your smart home system to play what you
want where you want it automatically at certain times of the day or when you touch a button on your
iPhone or any other control device.

Order your music on the go: With Amazon Alexa or Google Home you can change the song or
activate the perfect scene with just your voice. “Alexa, play my favourite song!”

  Helpful Hint:

When choosing the speakers for your home, you have two main options In-wall / in-ceiling(built in) or
portable(often wireless). Both have their own advantages and disadvantages, more on this here, but for
aesthetics, in designer homes, we would recommend in-ceiling speakers. In-wall speakers are great
for critical listening areas such as home theaters. Generally, we would recommend sealed as
opposed to unsealed in-ceiling speakers although sealed are slightly more expensive. Sealed speakers



help stunt the sound transmission into other rooms which is especially useful when the listening area is
adjacent to a bedroom. For the audiophile listener, we would recommend looking into using the Triad
brand of speakers. Triad also has a range of high performing absolutely invisible speakers for those
worried about aesthetics. 

Reinvent Your HDTV Experience 

 Allow your TV experience to be reinvented with the help of your smart home. With central distribution,
smarter remotes and clever scenes you will wonder how you ever went so long without it. 

 

Whatever you want whenever you want: No more fighting over who gets to watch their favorite
show. Allow your smart home to make sure everyone gets to watch what they want, when they
want, without interfering with any viewers at other TV locations. 

See every source, hide every box: Blu-ray, streaming boxes, Sky decoders and audio players (CD
players etc) can all sit in one central location out of sight and be distributed out to all TV and speaker
locations. Now you can enjoy every source at every location without having to see all those boxes
sitting on the table. 

Fun with Scenes: Instead of having to push one button on a remote to turn on the TV, another to
activate the surround-sound system, and so on, a smart home system can simultaneously dim the
lights, turn on the sound to the perfect volume and even close the shades all with the touch of a
button. 

One remote to rule them all: Does your coffee table look like a showroom for remotes? One remote
can replace all those, oh and control your whole house too. Check out the latest Crestron smart remote
brochure here. 

Helpful Hint: 

The age of 4K is here and 4K content will become widely available during immediate future. 4K
TV’s can display four times the resolution of a 1080p image.  4K streaming services such as Netflix
and Amazon Video will become the norm in the foreseeable future. For this reason, we recommend

https://realit.co.nz/crestron-smart-home/touchscreens-remotes/


that Fibre optic cabling is planned to run from the main equipment rack location to every TV point in a
home. This is done as future proofing emerging technology and trends.

The future is already here. Crestron is the world leader in video distribution with its Digital Media
product. This is the product we currently use on all of our residential and commercial projects. Click
here for more info on this. Crestron is also the industry leader when it comes to 4K video distribution,
other brands have products, however they are continually playing catch up to try compete with
Crestron.

In terms of the sound quality at each TV that really depends on the performance that you are
looking for. We would not recommend using in-ceiling speakers for TV listening unless they are specific
surround sound in-ceiling or in-wall speakers. Standard In-ceiling speakers are designed for
music primarily and not TV viewing.  A cost-effective solution we often recommend in this situation is to
put a sound bar at each TV location. These sound bars can be custom fit to the exact size of your TV
to ensure a minimal look.

Get a Smarter Security System  

   So much of what a smart home system does revolves around the same types of settings
you’d typically  expect from a security system. This makes security and smart homes a natural
partnership. 

 

Deter Intruders: When you leave for your holiday simply push the Vacation command on any
touchpanel or keypad and your smart home will not only arm the security system, but also
make the home look like you never left, by turning the lights on and off and moving the shades up and
down based on your previously recorded usage patterns.

 Your Personal Fix-It Assistant: You will have many different sensors in your home to detect
water,heat, light, smoke, movement etc. and they are all designed to alert you if there is a problem.
When these sensors are joined to a smart home system, it can become your personal fix-it
assistant and automatically resolve problems without you having to worry about doing it manually. For



example, if a water sensor detects moisture on the laundry room floor, the smart home system can
automatically respond by cutting power to the washing machine and turning off the main water line.

Next Level Security: Since all the subsystems in your home are controlled by your smart
home system, when the security sensors detect someone has entered your property, your smart home
can do much more than just sound an alarm. You can trigger the alarm to be accompanied by flashing
lights and verbal warnings played over the in-ceiling speakers, or this reaction seems too extreme, the
smart home system can send images captured by surveillance cameras to your smartphone.

Did I Leave the Back Door Open Again?: Sometimes just being able to monitor the status of the
systems in your house can provide valuable peace of mind. From any touchpanel or your smartphone
you can easily check which windows and doors were left open and view other helpful information such
which room the kids are playing in.

Know When People Arrive and Leave: A smart home system can show you a log of activity in and
around your house when you were away. Now you’ll be able to track who entered the house and when,
where they went and when they left. This is a very useful feature for those who often have
landscapers,pool maintenance or cleaning people visiting the house. 

 

 
 Professional integrators will look at your specific needs and match them to one of these
5 categories:  

1. Access Control ( gates, intercom, and keyless entry)  
2.   Perimeter  Security (external cameras, garden beams)    
3. Door and window (Reed switches, central locking) 
4. Internal Security (alarm, PIR’s, sirens, internal cameras)  
5. Life Safety (smoke, heat, flood & co detectors) 

 

 



A Note on Reed Switches: 

Reed switches become essential for houses around 500 sqm+ or houses that have long corridors and
walkways. Some clients opt to have reed switches for the exterior opening doors only. Others opt for
reed switches on all windows as well as the doors. This decision is generally based on how security
conscious your family is, past experiences with burglaries, and/or the remoteness of the property. 
  
Key Advantages to Installing Reed Switches:

• Early detection and alarm activation- if a door or window is forced open the alarm sounds and alerts
the owners and/or alarm monitoring company prior to the offender gaining entry. 
• Arming all doors and windows at night with a night arm setting allowing you to move freely within the
home with the peace of mind that the doors and windows are secure. 
• When at home, the occupiers can have the ability to see which doors and windows are open
by looking at a touch panel that shows the floor plan of the house indicating which doors and windows
are ajar. This is handy when it starts pouring with rain on a summer day as you know exactly which
ones to close without having to do the 5-10 minute whip around to check them all. 

A Note on Keyless Entry and Central Locking:

Keyless entry is becoming a modern-day necessity and can be totally customized to suit your needs.
Access could be via tags, key fobs, remotes, numerical keypads or even biometric access. Good ones
keep a log of who enters when they entered, and when they exited the home. A nice benefit of this is
that new codes can be added or deleted as required. One example is cleaners, pool companies,
gardeners etc. given codes that only work on certain days at certain times.Central Locking will soon
become the new must have security and convenience feature for your home and is set to drastically
increase resale value. After all, this kind of safety and convenience is something you enjoy every day in
your car, why not enjoy the same feature in your home? Just as you push one button on your keys as
you walk away from your car to automatically lock all the doors, you can push one button on your
phone or a keypad to lock the entire house when you leave. It doesn’t get easier or more convenient
than that.   

 

 



  
For some reason, over the years this issue has become very confusing so let’s set the record straight.
There is a big difference between a real Home Theatre and a Media Room or ‘look alike’ Home
Theatre. To create a real Home Theatre is a feat of engineering and requires years of experience and
expertise to get right. We take our Home Theater projects so seriously that we partnered
exclusively with Wavetrain Cinemas  to ensure that we have the expertise to handle any project of any
size. While it is difficult to summarize the science of cinema design, If you would like a better
understanding of what makes up a real Home Theater, this list if a great place to start.

 Comprehensive Room Design & Documentation: To have a real Home Theatre you need the room
to be designed based on maths and acoustic principals. This is advanced engineering and requires an
expert who is willing to do all the proper documentation. 

 Audio & Video Calibration: In a real Home Theatre, audio and video are calibrated based on the size
of the room and the features within it. Great calibration takes expert tools and years of experience.

Acoustic Treatments: Without acoustically treating the inside of your room, the sound will bounce
around and distort your experience. Great engineers will use acoustic panels, bass traps, diffusers &
abortion panels where required to control the room’s acoustics and ensure the movie sounds
exactly the way the director intended.

 

When is a Home Theatre Not a Real
Home Theatre?

http://www.wavetrain.com.au/


Sound Isolation: Over and above treating the sound within the room, you need to ensure that
no sound from outside the room gets in and disrupts the viewing experience. Depending on the room
this might include putting in wall, ceiling and floor isolation products.

Cinema Lighting: A professional room requires professional lighting. To do this properly requires
lighting control to automate lighting scenes to perfect levels. These scenes ensure that ambient lighting
levels in the room and the lumen output of the projector are balanced so that nothing takes away from
the intended immersive viewing experience. 

 Cinema Air Conditioning: So often air conditioning is an afterthought in a Home Theatre. Real Home
Theatres ensure indoor air quality is enhanced, noise from the HVAC system is minimal and the correct
temperatures are maintained. These ensure your room is a more pleasant room to be in and allow you
to spend more time comfortably in the room enjoying the experience. 

Interior Design & Cinema Furniture: Lastly, real Home Theatres are both acoustically and
aesthetically a work of art. From wall panels and interior design finishing’s to cinema seating the room
should always look as good as it sounds. If you are planning a real Home Theatre and this room is
important to you, we would highly recommend having the room designed by a professional Home
Theatre/ Cinema designer. 

It's important to understand that most of the smart home companies and HIFI shops in NZ offering
‘Home Theaters’ are actually just offering equipment placed in a room by the best guess
calculation. True acoustics is a science and the latter approach will only sound and look as good as it
can under the conditions that it is installed.  Don’t be fooled by aesthetics these rooms might look like
Home Theaters but acoustically they are generally terrible sounding rooms. Some companies will
provide flashy 3D renders showing what the interior design of the room will look like however they will
not provide any engineering documentation showing the performance of the sound propagation in the
room with first, second, third reflection points, dispersion fields of speakers, SPL levels at the seating
locations and more. These are the kinds of things you should expect to receive from a professional
Home Theatre designer.



  For a moment, think about all the steps you take every night before you go to sleep. You lock the
doors, turn off the lights, adjust the climate control and lower the window shades. In fact, you probably
have many different routines of basic tasks that you go through every time you have friends over, leave
for work, or go on vacation. These routine tasks in and of themselves are not difficult but can become
tedious and take longer to accomplish if you are in a rush or live in a large house.

When a smart home is set up correctly by a professional integrator, it can do in seconds, what may
have taken you several minutes to do manually. All you need to do is touch one button. By touching
one button you can activate a sequence of commands sometimes referred to as a scene. These
scenes can impact the entire house or one particular room, they can serve a practical purpose or just
do something cool that impresses your friends and family.

  

 

How To Use Scenes to Deliver
Unparalleled Luxury and
Convenience to Your Home.



We hope that this list from the book Home Automation: A Complete Guide to Buying, Owning and
Enjoying a Home helps inspire the perfect scenes to add to your smart home.

GOOD NIGHT. Turns off the lights, but leaves some dimly lit so you can see your way to the bathroom.
Also, arms the security system closes the motorized window shades and sets back the thermostats to
a comfortable sleeping temperature.

GOOD MORNING. Gradually brightens the lights in the bedrooms and bathrooms, opens the
shades and readjusts the thermostats. Can also turn on the kitchen lights, activate the coffee pot and
turn on any and all TVs to the morning news.

MIDNIGHT SNACK. Illuminates a pathway to the kitchen. The lights are kept at a low-intensity level—
enough light to see your way down the hall, but still gentle on sleepy eyes.

HOME. Readies the house for your return home by activating select lights—like the fixtures that lead
from the garage to the kitchen. The security system disarms and your favorite Internet
music station streams to the speakers in the main living areas (assuming you have an audio system
that supports this function). Unique Home settings can be created for every member of the family.
For example, Kids Home could send you a text when they open the door, then keep the security
system on (exterior sensors only). Dad’s Home, meanwhile, could completely disarm the security
system, activate the gas fireplace in the family room and turn on the TV in the home office, set to the
evening news.

  

AWAY. Prepares the house for your family’s routine departure for work and school by turning off
all lights and A/V equipment, closing the window shades and arming the security system.

VACATION. This scene is often similar to Away but puts the house into a serious



energy-saving and home protection mode through the adjustment of thermostats, closing of all window
shades and, of course, turning off of all A/V devices and lights. All security sensors are active
and surveillance cameras begin recording to a DVR. The setting can also be designed to make your
house look (and sound) occupied while you’re away by randomly opening and closing the shades, and
turning on and off lights and the stereo system. The system is on high alert at this time and will send
you a text if it notices someone at the front door, water on the basement floor or activity in the
backyard.

MOVIE TIME. Make movie night an event by having your smart home system dim the lights, close the
shades and activate the essential A/V equipment. Incorporate a pause button that illuminates a path to
the powder room and/or the kitchen.   

ROMANCE. Set the stage for a night of romance by having your system activate the gas fireplace, play
some sexy music over the family room or bedroom speakers, lock the doors and close the drapes. Oh,
and of course you’ll want the system to dim the lights.

PARTY. While you worry about the food and the decorations, your smart home system can prepare the
electronic systems in your house for a party. If the gathering will take place in the evening, a
party command can illuminate a pathway from the driveway to the front door for your guests, disarm
the security system, play music throughout the house and backyard, set the lights to show off your
home’s artwork and architecture and set the thermostats so that everyone is comfortable. You can
have your Professional Integrator create a variety of party buttons e.g elegant, casual, Christmas or
holiday.

DINNER Like various party scenes, a smart home system can set the lights, music and other electronic
devices for a family dinner or an elegant dinner, as well as arrange the kitchen for preparation and
clean up.

  

Did this give you an idea? Want to check if we can make your dream
scene a reality?Click here to ask our team a question or send us your
suggestions.   

https://realintegratedtechnology.activehosted.com/f/30


One of the questions that always comes up when we meet with a potential smart home client is: How
much does a smart home cost, for everything? Although this is a very difficult question to answer
because there are so many factors to consider, we will try our best to explain some general pricing and
best practice guidelines here.

An easy way to understand the way pricing works in smart home projects is to use the analogy of
building a house. This is a convenient analogy because you are probably in the process of building
your house right now so you will find it quite easy to relate to the procedure and the way pricing can
change drastically depending on your ultimate goals.

 

  

As you know, if you are building an architecturally designed 4-bedroom+ house the build price can start
at around 3 million, but then quickly jump up to 5 million+ when you start upgrading permanent features
such as designer kitchens, specialty roofing, flooring, and luxury tiles etc. On top of this initial jump, you
can easily spend another $500k on finishings and fixtures such as feature chandeliers, high-end
faucets, and general décor. These jumps in pricing based on preferences also apply to smart homes
systems. When you look at a basic system, the start price is around 30-50k, but this can quickly
jump up to $100-$200k+ when you start adding lighting control, motorized blinds and climate

How Much a Smart Home Costs, For
Everything: Plus Budgeting Tips.



control to all the rooms. On top of that, you can easily spend an extra $50-250k + on a
cinema. Consider your landscaping and joinery costs, these are similar costs to what you can expect to
spend on a professionally designed smart home.

When allocating budget in a smart home project we give the same advice to our clients that good
architects, builders, and interior designers give theirs. Focus your budget on the more ‘permanent’
fixtures and aspects first because they are the most difficult and expensive to change later down the
road. The last thing you want is to rip up that wooden floor in the kitchen because you always wanted
polished concrete or to realize that you really needed underfloor heating in lounge. Likewise, if you
think you need a bigger 4K TV or a better set of speakers all you have to do is buy new ones but when
you get the permanent infrastructure wrong, i.e. The wiring, switcher or controller can’t support the
highest current, resolution or speeds required; it can be costly to try upgrade that key component.

Unaware of this, some people focus on finding the "cheapest" permanent infrastructure then try to
layer expensive finished products such as 4K TV’s and high-end stereo equipment on top of it. This
approach is penny wise but pound foolish, and sacrifices low-maintenance, quality, warranty, and
aesthetics. Cheaper systems almost always compromise on quality components and wiring and
will inevitably lead to regret. This is what differentiates the DIY, Common Cowboy and ‘Done by
the Electrician’ installations from Professionally Designed and Installed smart home systems.
Professional companies will charge you for the time it takes, and level of design and engineering
documentation that is required to get the more ‘permanent’ aspects of your system right, the first time.

I cannot tell you the number of phone calls we get from homeowners who installed ‘cheaper’
permanent infrastructure or went with ‘cheaper’ installers who now urgently require us to fix their
system. The bad news for them is, unfortunately, in most of those cases, we cannot easily fix the
problem and the only option is to completely rip out the wiring in the walls and re-do the whole system.

Remember, your system should be designed to achieve what you want today, but also what you may
need in the future.

  



Insist on Detailed Design Documentation:

The company you decide on should provide you with full Architectural and Construction Specification
with schematics and all relevant information pertaining to interiors, lighting, electrical, cabling, flooring
and mechanical services. This is the only way to ensure there are no mistakes and allow for future
serviceability. To do this properly will take time and expertise and therefore you should expect to pay
between 3-10% of the total value of the smart home system for this service.

To give you the most accurate Design Documentation the company you decide on should go through a
lengthy discovery with you in person to identify what you are looking to achieve with your system. Do
you want motorized blinds? lighting control? music throughout the home?

It is good to start with your dream design and worst-case budget and then scale back from there.
Because every single client we work with has a different home and wants different levels
of functionality it's extremely difficult to estimate what each system will cost you. That being said, below
is a rough estimate we have calculated based on the average dollar value our clients spend on the
various subsystems.

  

Note: these estimates are based on architecturally designed houses that average 300sqm-1300sqm+.

Lighting Control:

For lighting control you will be looking at 10-100k+ depending on the size of the home and the number
of rooms and areas you would like to control.  (This budget would include the control of any ceiling fans
as they are controlled by the same modules) Due to the high-cost component of this subsystem clients
often opt to wire for lighting control around the house but only have the functionality of lighting control
in the main living areas and master bedroom. 

Motorized Shades and Blinds:

For motorized curtains and blinds around the house, you are looking at approximately 5-50k +
depending on the size of the windows and doors and the number of shades you require to be
controlled in the home. 



 

Climate control: 

For air conditioning, underfloor heating and fireplace integration budget around 3-10k+. We would
encourage that this form part of an energy management system. 

Music around the home:

For 4 rooms with music, you are looking at around 5k all in. For every 6-8 rooms you add after this  you
are looking at 10-20k+ depending on speaker types, sizes, quality etc. 

Distributing HDTV:

For a small system distributed out to 4 TV locations, you are looking at 5-10k for each additional
location budget 2k. 

Security System:

 Alarm: A small system 3-5k, medium system 5-15k, large system 15-25k+. This includes the alarm
system, siren, reed switches and sensors. This cost changes according to the number of rooms,
 doors and windows to be protected. 
 CCTV:  A small system 3-5k, medium system 5-15k, large system 15-25k+. This incudes cameras
and a network video recorder. Depending on the number, type and quality of cameras. 

Access Control: 

 For keyless entry and digital locks on all main doors, you are looking at between $2-3k. 

 Front door keyless entry: 1k-5k+ depending on intercom, camera, keypad, biometrics types, and
quality.
Gate access control: 1-10k+ depending on intercom, camera, keypad, biometric, gate actuator
arms types, and quality.
Whole home central locking: 5-30k+ depending on the number of doors.

 Home theater: 



This is probably one of the areas where the price can fluctuate the most and is often seen as its
own project altogether. Our larger cinema projects have their own design team based in Auckland
and Sydney. Depending on the design you are looking for and level of sound isolation of the theater in
question you can budget between 10-100k+. The sky is really the limit here... 

Energy management:

This is a core feature of any modern smart home. A mid-level monitoring and management
system would be between 3-10k. Some of our clients require more comprehensive energy
management.

Project Management: 

Once you have decided on your design, the next step is to finalize who will be managing the
communication between the smart home company + other parties (Architect, Lighting company,
Builder, Painter, Electrician etc). Professional Integrators understand that you are busy and
need someone to ‘take care of it’ so you can get back doing what you do best. This communication is
essential to ensuring your project delivers on time and in budget with no mistakes.

The only way to achieve proper communication and streamlines processes is by paying for project
management. Project management fees for the average size job are between 5-10% of the value of the
smart home project (depending on the size and complexity of the job).

So, how much does a smart home really cost, for everything? The short answer is, it
depends.

If you are serious about turning your smart home dreams into a reality and want to start working out
costs, your next best step is to book a visit and coffee  with our smart home team at our Auckland
office. 

Only looking at your plans and discussing what you are wanting to achieve will give you a true
reflection of what’s possible and the costs involved. 

We look forward to meeting with you.

Real IT Smart Home Design Team  

  

https://realintegratedtechnology.activehosted.com/f/24
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 realit.co.nz

 Level 1, 527a Rosebank Road,
Auckland, New Zealand
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